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Executive Summary
With corporate governance in the industry spotlight, email as the dominant business communication medium, and
a host of regulations that apply to the sending, receiving, and use of email, Enterprise Organizations (EO’s) are
suddenly tasked with serious questions regarding control over outbound email.
• How do you move from ad hoc email use to governed, compliant systems and processes?
• What are the risk and exposure points in your industry and how do you address them?
• How do regulations impact what your employees must do internally and externally with outbound email
and how do you evaluate potential solutions for your business and your industry?
This whitepaper explores the specific challenges of email governance and compliance and details prescriptive
approaches that can help reduce financial risk, brand erosion, and potential legal exposure.

Introduction
For most organizations, email is the communications medium of choice. Whether it is driving oneto-one marketing
efforts, customer service follow-ups, order confirmations, or one-off communications between internal employees
and customers, email has proven a highly effective tool. It is inexpensive, fully trackable, and— when properly
utilized— appreciated by those who receive it.
At the same time, the misuse of email has led many EO’s to invest heavily in systems and software to protect
their organization from receiving Spam (Unsolicited Commercial Email). However, these EO’s invest nothing in a
common platform to protect the organization from being a Spammer. This common platform is essential in the
enforcement of control and compliance
Organizationally, the problem with email is that due to the inherent accessibility and ease-of-use, it has become
nearly impossible to control outbound email at each touch point. In nearly every Enterprise Organization (EO),
hundreds, even thousands, of business units, divisions, remote offices and individuals generate outbound email
communications with little (if any) oversight. Insufficient knowledge as to how, exactly, these disparate divisions,
departments, and individual employees handle email has led to major concerns over brand control and
consistency as well as legal compliance.
With recently enacted federal legislation leaving little room for potential errors, EO’s are now going to great
lengths to govern all activities and protect themselves from outside liability.
In addition to control and consistency issues, more problems manifest within how these EO’s accomplish brand
governance and legal compliance. Although many EO’s implement strict policies regarding outbound
communications, marketing, and press relations, these policies actually do very little to combat email risks when
there is not a system of monitoring or enforcement in place.

Solution: Enterprise Email Management
In order to solve the complexities of creating consistent, compliant, and deliverable email, EO’s must team with
experts who focus exclusively on the practical and legal aspects of permission based email. This truly integrated
approach must allow for the following: Brand Integrity, Subscriber Management, and Enterprise Governance.

Example: Enterprise Email Solution

Control Point I: Brand Integrity
Enterprise Control
The EngageMail Enterprise Solution provides administrators with a “control panel”whereby they can govern all
aspects of email content, from the administrative level through the division or region level and ultimately down to
the user level.
EngageMail’s proprietary Content DetectiveTM scans email content, looking for words and phrases that are likely
to trigger spam filtering or words that are prohibited by an enterprise’s branding guidelines, privacy policies, legal
issues, etc… At the administrative level, it may be mandated that a business unit passes the Content Detective
before sending an email.

In addition to leveraging the Content Detective, the administrator panel may be used to:
• Publish completed emails or templates to business units who can in turn customize only designated
elements.
• Dictate how long a distributed email is accessible for personalization and delivery at the local level. This
is critical for time sensitive offers and promotions.
• Dictate whether business units may create their own emails (from published templates or ones they
create), or if they can send only published emails.
• Allow business units to upload their own images or restrict images to those which have been approved
and published.
The EngageMail Enterprise solution provides two straightforward processes to provide complete control over the
branding and content of outbound email:

On-Your-Behalf Model
Many EO’s have overlooked the value of personalizing the sending side off the one-to-one relationship. Studies
show that the “from name”is the primary factor email recipients use when determining which emails to open. It is
not surprising that customers are more likely to open and respond to a message delivered from their local sales
person or store rather than one sent from an unknown contact at the corporate level.
With the On-Your-Behalf Model, enterprises are able to capitalize on local relationships by enabling the corporate
marketing department to send emails on behalf of local store owners, franchisees, or sales representatives. The
corporate marketing department (administrator) simply creates emails with personalization elements that reflect
the local relationship. When sent, these emails are populated with the contact information, from name, and email
address of the local sales person or store. Responses are then returned at the local level.
This solution is ideal for EO’s seeking to gain central control of brand integrity— while still leveraging local
relationships via one-to-one communication.

Lock-and-Publish Model
For those enterprises with multiple business units— many of which have independent marketing teams—
EngageMail offers the Enterprise Lock-and-Publish Model. Under this model, the corporate marketing team
(administrator) creates approved emails, which are in turn “published” to business units. Upon receiving approved
emails from the administrator, these individual business units are able to customize and personalize elements,
which have been designated “unlocked” by the administrator.
The Lock-and-Publish model may be particularly beneficial for enterprises that have a large network of
franchisees, distributors, or international business units that own the end-customer relationships. For example, an
independent representative for a financial firm might be approved to add his picture and business address, as well
as one custom commentary section to the fully branded email that the administrator published to him.
Again, brand integrity is ensured, and the local relationship is leveraged to generate higher response rates.
Benefits of the Lock-and-Publish model also carry over to legal compliance. For example, the federal CAN-SPAM
Act prohibits false or misleading subject lines in commercial email. If so desired, the administrator may lock the
subject line, thus preventing a business unit from choosing copy that may be non-compliant.

Control Point II: Subscriber Management
The enactment of the Federal CAN-SPAM Act resulted in the need for a flawless subscriber management
practices. It takes only one email sent to an address that has already unsubscribed to put the entire enterprise in
violation of the law.

With Subscriber Management, enterprises are provided with the tools necessary to accurately control subscribers
and ensure legislative compliance. In addition, these tools help deliver emails in line with permission marketing
best practices.
Enterprise Master Unsubscribe List
Large enterprises are now mandated to not only honor unsubscribes within the 10-business day period outlined
by the CAN-SPAM Act, but also honor these unsubscribes enterprise wide. The Enterprise Solution provides a
“local unsubscribe” list for each business unit, as well as an “enterprise wide master unsubscribe” list. This allows
the administrator or any business unit to market as they choose without erroneously emailing a customer that may
have already unsubscribed to the enterprise’s communications.
Subscriber Publishing
Administrators may limit access to subscribers by publishing subscriber groups to select business units. The
administrator uses the segmentation tools to create subscriber groups which meet certain demographic
characteristics or response levels. The administrator may then determine which business units can access which
subscribers, as well as the number of times a business unit is permitted to market to the subscriber group.
Subscriber & Profile Locking
Customer information is one of the most crucial assets of an enterprise, and integrity of this database is critical to
continued business success.
EngageMail’s Enterprise Solution allows administrators to create a profile attribute map for the enterprise
subscriber base, then lock this map so that individual business units cannot modify the data or delete individual
subscribers. For example, the enterprise might establish attributes for customer name, address, last purchase
date, and customer number. Though these attributes and accompanying lists can be published to the individual
business units, they may be modified by only the administrator.
While attributes can be locked for a business unit, they can be ‘unlocked’so that the individual subscriber can
update his profile or preference information. For example, when a subscriber receives an email, he may choose to
click the “modify profile”link. This link takes the subscriber to a web page complete with editable profile data
(name, email address, age, birth date, product preferences, etc.).
Business Unit “From Field” Locking
This feature allows the administrator to set the registered name of each business unit and prevent it from being
modified by the business unit. This provides protection for the EO by inhibiting a rogue business unit from
misrepresenting itself or sending emails on behalf of another entity.
Monthly Send Limiting
The administrator is also presented with the option to control the number of emails sent by each business unit
within a one-month period or the volume of subscribers sent to. For example, a hardware store franchisor could
limit his local franchisees to sending no more than 2 email campaigns per month, and limit the number of
subscribers receiving these emails to 20,000 names.

Control Point III: Enterprise Governance
Comprehensive enterprise email management must put other control and auditing features in the hands of the
administrator to ensure that subscribers, profiles, emails and other features are being used as intended. To assist
in this process, the Enterprise Solution comes standard with an administrative dashboard to govern activity across
the enterprise, including:
• The number of times individual business units access their account.
• Total email sends for each business unit and the enterprise in aggregate.
• Total emails delivered for each business unit and in aggregate.
• The number of subscriber import and export jobs.

• List upload failures (due to invalid addresses, expired domains, or spam-trap addresses).
• Content Detective failures.

A Prescription for Enterprise Email
A recent Forrester study showed that United States expenditures toward permission based email for customer
retention would rise from just over 3 billion dollars in 2003 to over 6.5 billion dollars in 2006. During that same
time period, spam is expected to outnumber legitimate email by 5 to 1, and laws will likely provide additional
restrictions to help control this inflation.
Though email is still widely recognized as the marketing tool of the future, no enterprise can effectively address
these outlined challenges without updated email tools, strategies and a consistent platform. The prescription for
the future is an enterprise-wide email solution that employs security controls for all areas of the enterprise,
including content, subscriber, and activity controls.
Implementing the practices and technology necessary to handle current email challenges is a strain upon many
enterprises. Yet through the successful collaboration between enterprises and enterprise email experts, legal
compliance, brand control, email governance, and effective deliverability are manageable opportunities.
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